Using a two-layer/3 plane model with bottom friction, we investigated the shelf/slope responses induced by localized offshore forcing sources which (1) propagate in the along-slope direction and (2) have oscillating amplitudes. The two cases represent typical forcing patterns of cutoff eddy propagations and unstable meanders in western boundary currents. When the localized forcing source propagates in the along-slope direction, it tends to induce components of bottom-trapped topographic Rossby waves (TRWs) with a similar cross-slope structure, and the shelf/slope response depends strongly upon the magnitude of the propagating speed c. In the inviscid limit, maximum response occurs when c is such that the induced bottom-trapped TRW components may freely cross the slope region. When bottom friction is considered, however, the shelf/slope response due to the bottomtrapped TRWs is important only in large c value cases. In small c value cases, we found the shelf/slope response is determined by surface-intensified wave components, whose existence is due to the planetary/3 effect. For observed warm eddies with c = 3 --• 5 cm s-I, the result of the present study suggests that both bottom-trapped TRWs and surface-intensified baroclinic waves are significant in determining the shelf/slope response. In cases when the localized forcing source oscillates in amplitude, we found that a localized response peak exists in the shelf/slope region. Along a fixed cross-slope section this response peak in the frictional case tends to shift offshore as the oscillating period of the forcing source increases. This result is opposed to the inviscid result, which shows that the response peak is independent of the forcing's oscillating period. The result for the frictional case is qualitatively consistent with that observed across the continental rise south of Cape Cod, thus suggesting the importance of bottom friction in determining the shelf/slope response. When the offshore forcing is localized in space as in the real ocean, however, the shelf/slope responses can be considerably different from those caused by the monochromatic wave forcings. Kroll [1979] studied the shelf response in a barotropic ocean model by assuming that the forcing source is an isolated pressure cell with oscillating amplitudes. He found that such a forcing source can induce a distinct peak in the energy spectrum on the shelf. The barotropic radiation field of topographic Rossby waves generated by a localized source oscillator was also studied analytically by Louis and 9447
INTRODUCTION
Many world shelf, slope, and rise regions are located near the western and northern edges of the interior ocean where boundary current meander and cutoff eddy activity is common and intense. Such activity can be an important energy source, causing current and temperature variations in neighboring ocean regions. Increasing evidence suggests that some of the low-frequency current fluctuations observed over shelf, slope, and rise regions (hereinafter abbreviated as shelf/slope regions) are indeed related to these offshore forcings. For example, on the basis of moored observations of current and temperature at 15 sites on the continental rise south of Cape Cod, Hogg [1981] found that a majority of fluctuation energy was contained in the frequency band spanning periods 8-108 days. By calculating the ray paths in a WKB model he concluded that the fluctuations of different wave periods have a common source near the Gulf Stream axis. Hogg's conclusion was further supported by synoptic field observations that revealed anomalous activity of the Gulf Stream during the first few months of the moorings [Luyten, 1977] . Shoreward propagating topographic waves were also detected by on the continental margin off Nova Scotia. Supported by sea surface temperature data of satellite imagery and other sources, Louis and Smith [1982] concluded that these wave bursts were associ- Copyright 1990 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0148-0227/90/89J C-03685 $05.00 offshore forcings in the world shelf/slope regions can be found in the extensive review by Smith [1983] .
Several studies have been proposed to investigate the shelf/slope response to offshore forcings. Under the assumption that the offshore forcing is a monochromatic wave which extends infinitely in the along-slope direction, Kroll and Niiler [1976] studied the onshore transmission of wave energy across a sloping bottom topography in a barotropic model. They found that high transmission can occur if the slope width is an integer number of the half cross-slope wavelength. This result for monochromatic wave forcings was also obtained by Ou and Beardsley [ 1980] in a stratified ocean model. In the stratified case, Ou and Beardsley further found that part of the incoming energy could scatter into baroclinic modes trapped to the steep slope. Recently, Chapman and Brink [1987] extended the study of monochromatic wave forcings by allowing the forcing to have a wide range of vertical structures, periods, and offshore locations. They found that the shelf/slope response depends largely upon the forcing period: when the period is shorter than 10 days, the response is dominated by near resonances of free coastally trapped waves; if the forcing period is long, the response is confined near the forcing region with a horizontal scale of the baroclinic Rossby radius.
When the offshore forcing is localized in space as in the real ocean, however, the shelf/slope responses can be considerably different from those caused by the monochromatic wave forcings. Kroll [1979] studied the shelf response in a barotropic ocean model by assuming that the forcing source is an isolated pressure cell with oscillating amplitudes. He found that such a forcing source can induce a distinct peak in the energy spectrum on the shelf. The barotropic radiation field of topographic Rossby waves generated by a localized source oscillator was also studied analytically by Louis and 9447 and by Shaw and Peng [1987] using a numerical model. Both of these studies showed the importance of wave refraction and speculated that the wave refraction effect may explain the observed lack of reflected waves [e.g., Thompson, 1971] . By assuming that the localized forcing source propagates in the along-slope direction, Chapman and Brink [1987] investigated the shelf and slope circulations in a continuously stratified ocean model. They found that when it propagates close to the continental slope, such a forcing source induces a narrow jet moving in the direction against the topographic waves near the shelf break. Chapman and Brink [1987] attributed the existence of this narrow shelf break jet to arrested topographic waves [Csanady, 1978] .
Although the shelf/slope response to the monochromatic wave forcing is relatively well understood, understanding of the shelf/slope response to localized offshore forcing is still insufficient. For cases where the forcing source has an oscillating amplitude, previous studies by Kroll [1979] , Louis and Smith [1982] , and Shaw and Peng [1987] have not considered how bottom friction and stratification may influence shelf/slope responses. In the present study we will show that the inclusion of bottom friction crucially influences the shelf/slope responses. For cases where the forcing source propagates in the along-slope direction, as considered by Chapman and Brink [1987] , the role of the planetary/3 effect has not yet been explored. Though small in comparison with the topographic /3 effect in the lower layer slope region, the planetary/3 effect is important because it induces surface-intensified wave motions and offshore barotropic wave motions. Both wave motions, as will be shown in the following investigations, are essential in transferring offshore wave energy onto the shelf/slope regions. The relative importance of these two wave motions in the shelf/slope response will be shown to depend upon the propagating speed of the forcing source.
In the present study these problems will be investigated in a two-layer /3 plane ocean model. A two-layer model is adopted because we can more clearly interpret the numerical results when topographic changes in the slope region are large. Moreover, a two-layer model is a good simplification of the real ocean situation: observations by Thompson [1971] and Louis et al. [1982] show that current fluctuations at different depths below the thermocline are similar in phase and amplitude, although they may differ from those observed in the upper layer. It should, however, be pointed out that the density interface in the present layered model cannot intersect the bottom topography and the model's results are thus applicable only in the outer shelf and further offshore regions. Responses in the inner and middle shelf regions will not be pursued because low-frequency motions in these shelf regions are strongly affected by bottom friction and their responses are dynamically different from those in the outer shelf and slope regions.
MODEL FORMULATION
The model ocean shown in Figure 1 consists of an open ocean region, a relatively steep slope region, and a shallow outer shelf region. The right-hand coordinate system is fixed on the topography, wherein the z axis is positive upward, the y axis is parallel to the isobath, and the x axis is directed positively offshore. In the model ocean the upper layer has a constant undisturbed depth h, and the lower layer has a In the following analysis we will assume Ev, the depth ratio of the bottom Ekman layer to the lower layer, to be small and independent of x. We will also omit the surface elevation term g'*l lt/g Sh in (2c) because it is negligibly small (7) respectively. The Gaussian-shaped forcing source of (6) was also used in the study by Chapman and Brink [1987] . In (6) and (7) 
If the slope has large depth changes, the conventional "weak slope assumption" (in which H(x) is assumed to be constant except when differentiated [e.g., Allen, 1984]) cannot be used to solve (9) and (10) [Gratton and LeBlond, 1986 ]. Most of the world continental slope regions, however, have large depth changes. In the present study we allow for bottom depth changes with arbitrary amplitudes by numerically solving (9) and (10). The boundary conditions for the model are chosen such that (1) the waves reflected from the slope propagate freely through the offshore open boundary and (2) over the shelf region we consider only transmitted waves. Waves reflected from the shore are not considered because dissipation at the shallow shelf region effectively damps out the transmitted wave energies [Kroll and Niiler, 1976; Chapman and Brink, 1987] .
The numerical technique used in solving (9) and (10) 
SHELF/SLOPE RESPONSES TO FORCING SOURCES WITH OSCILLATING AMPLITUDES
In this section we consider the shelf/slope response caused by a localized forcing source which oscillates in amplitude.
As the wave frequency in this case is fixed at •rf, we need to decompose the forcing function (7) In order to explain this difference in 1/trf dependence between the frictional and inviscid cases as well as clarify the parameters determining the location of the energy density peak, we will simplify our discussion below to a barotropic ocean model. We can do so because coupling between the layer motions in the slope region is negligibly weak [Suginohara, 1981] slope region is close to n½r (that is, when/z is close to the integer n), all wave components can reach the outer shelf without much energy reflection. This consequently causes strong responses in the shelf/slope region.
With the inclusion of bottom friction we found that this tz dependence of the shelf/slope response is valid only for the fast-propagating forcing cases, wherein the wave components have large cross-slope length scales and are weakly influenced by the bottom friction. When the propagating speed of the source is slow, however, the excited small-scale bottom-trapped TRWs are effectively damped out by the bottom friction. As a result, shelf energy density maxima in the slow-propagating forcing cases are mainly determined by the surface-intensified Rossby waves, as opposed to the fast-propagating forcing cases where the energy density maxima are determined by the bottom-trapped TRWs (Figure 7) . By including the bottom friction we found that although the energy density peaks appear at around the same -y . location as in the inviscid case, they tend to shift to a farther -y location (or shift to an outer slope location along a fixed cross-slope line) as the oscillating period of the forcing source increases. This shift occurs because bottom friction is more effective in damping out small-scale wave components with small -y deflections when 1/0.f becomes large. Because of the increase of the incident Rossby wave components permissible in the offshore ocean, we further found that the energy density peak value in the shelf/slope region tends to increase as the forcing period increases.
In ocean regions north of the Gulf Stream beyond
From moored results of current and temperature across the continental rise south of Cape Cod, Hogg [1981] observed that the energy maxima for the three different period bands appear further north with decreasing period and that the maximum energy values increase along with the period (his Figure 8) . Although the present model is too simple to do quantitative comparisons, these observational results are consistent with and can qualitatively be explained by the result of the present study.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that although the offshore current meandering and warm-core eddies are governed by nonlinear dynamics, their influence upon the neighboring field is mainly via the forcing of the dispersive Rossby waves [e.g., McWilliams and Flied, 1979] . Shelf/slope responses induced by such offshore forcing sources can be adequately understood by using our present linear model. When the localized forcing source is located close to the shelf break, as observed along the southeast U.S. outer continental shelf [e.g., Lee and Atkinson, 1983 ] and the East China Sea continental shelf [Sugimoto et al., 1988] , the nonlinear effects of the forcing source on the shelf/slope dynamics should no longer be neglected. The nonlinear effect can also enter the problem when the forcing source is close to the shelf/slope region, causing resonance in the response field. These nonlinear effects will be incorporated in our subsequent studies on shelf/slope responses. 
